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ABSTRACT
This research paper explores the impact of Context Sensitive Grammars (CSG) and Parse Trees for construction
of a Telugu Language Sentences. Based on the CSG Rules here we derived the derivations for the respective
strings. Later we constructed the Parser Trees for the above said strings. Finally we analysed whether the string
is ambiguous or unambiguous. Here for analysis we considered the Large Scale Open Source Telugu carpus. The
main aim of finding out these methods, is to find out solution to the problem of ambiguity in Telugu Language
Sentences. Here designing of Context Sensitive Grammars Rules and Parse Trees are explained with examples.
Keywords : Natural Language Processing (NLP), Context Sensitive Grammars (CSG) Rules, Parse Trees(PT’s),
Derivations.

I. INTRODUCTION

terminal symbol on the left hand side followed by an
arrow and a sequence of symbols on the right side.

The syntax of a language may be specified using a

This sequence of symbols may contain a combination

notation called Context Sensitive Grammar (CSG). A

of terminals and non-terminals[9,11,13].

context sensitive grammar consists of terminals, nonterminals, a start symbol and production rules. The
set of tokens are called the terminal symbols. These

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II
describes the CSG and its notations, Section III case

are the basic symbols from which strings are formed.
Non terminals are the symbols which represent

study IV deals with derivations of CSG Grammar,

syntactic variables that denote sets of strings. They do

shows the acknowledgements and Section VII deals

not exist in the source program they only help in

with conclusion and future enhancement followed by
the references.

defining the language generated by the grammar.

Section V explores the Parser Trees , Section VI

One of the non-terminals designated as the start
symbol. We shall follow the convention of listing the

II. CONTEXT SENSITIVE GRAMMARS

production for the start symbol. The set of strings
denoted by the start symbol is the language defined

We may have more than one production rule for the

by the grammar. A production rule has a non-

same non terminal. In that case, we can group their
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right hand side by using symbol | to separate the

S  NP VP

alternate right hand side. The Context Sensitive

N NP  N NP QC NP SYM

Grammar explains the sensitive nature of words by its

V VP  VP NP V SYM SYM

applications. In general a CSG [10,12,17] is a set of

NP VP  VP

recursive rewriting rules called productions that are

Figure 2.1. Context Sensitive Grammar

used to generate patterns of strings and it consists of
the following components:
 A finite set of non-terminal symbols (NT).

Where,S is a Sentence, NP is a Noun Phrase, VP is a
Verb Phrase, N is a Noun, V is a Verb, QC is a

 A finite set of productions (P).

Cardinal, SYM is a Sym.

 A finite set of terminal symbols (Σ).

 A start symbol (S).

III. CASE STUDY
Let G be a Context Sensitive Grammar for which the
In this method of explaining the possibility of

production rules are:

avoiding the ambiguity in the structure of Telugu
language sentence, one Telugu Sentence has been
taken to explain how this arithmetical method has
worked out. For example, the sentence is :
1. rEwulu edAxiki mUdu kArla paMtalu
N

N

QC

N

N

paMdiswAru .
V

SYM

Here, in the Telugu sentence 1, each part is

moving vehicle. In this particular context though it

segregated and named as N,N,QC,N,N,N,V and SOV

plays the role if an adjective which tells the number,

and the POS tags explain how this method eliminates

in this context it is considered a Noun.

the ambiguity of the sense of the sentence when it is
applied.

IV. DERIVATIONS

All these views have been taken from the

Here Derivation provides a means for generating the

Morphological Analyzer as an example and certain
rules have been set in this process of explaining how

sentences of a language. If one chooses the leftmost
non-terminal in a given sentential form then it is

a sense ambiguity can be avoided in the Telugu

called leftmost derivation. If one chooses the

language sentence structure.

rightmost non-terminal in a given sentential form
then it is called rightmost derivation. Derivation

From sentence 1 the word kAru is taken to explain

from S means generation of string w from S. Any

the meaning of one which is used only in the region

language construct can be defined by the CSG

of Rayalaseema which has its own dialect and a

[3,15,16]. The above grammar generates different

similar meaning cannot be seen in the two other

strings by providing many sentential forms as shown

regions of Telugu speaking states, namely, Andhra

below.

and Telangana.
kAru comes under the category of noun. In taking
this word as a noun, its meaning has been lost. It is a
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S  NP VP
 NN NP VP
 N NP VP
 N NN NP VP
 N N NP VP
 N N QC NP VP
 N N QC NN NP VP
 N N QC N N NP VP
 N N QC N N NP VP
 N N QC N N VP
 N N QC N N V SYM

A parse tree for a grammar G is a tree where
 the root is the start symbol for G
 the interior nodes are the non-terminals of G
 the leaf nodes are the terminal symbols of G.
 the children of a node T (from left to right)
correspond to the symbols on the right hand
side of some production for T in G.
Every terminal string generated by a grammar has a

Figure 4.1. Derivation for the input sentence 1
As an explanation of these derivations, the first one is
a sentence deriving Noun Phrase and Verb Phrase,
and by taking the Noun Phrase the Noun and Noun
Phrase have been derived.
As a second step of derivation, the Noun Phrase has
been taken and from it Noun and Noun Phrase have
been derived. At the third stage Noun phrase and
Verb phrase have been derived. From Noun Phrase,
Noun and Noun Phrase have been derived.

corresponding parse tree; every valid parse tree
represents a string generated by the grammar (called
the yield of the parse tree).
In this parse tree method of explaining, the first one
is S which stands as the root of the parse tree. From
this S, the NP and VP have been used to construct
the word order. From NP, NN and NP have been
taken to derive the Noun, ie. N. Again NP is taken to
explain NN and NP, and derive the Noun, ie. N.
Again, in the similar manner, NP has been taken
directly to derive the Noun, ie. N. Now to derive a

Now from the Verb Phrase only the verb has been
derived.

verb, Verb Phrase has been taken, all these explained
in the Figure 5.1.

From the Figure 4.1, the following are clarified so as
to root out the ambiguity in the sentence word order.
They are:
N N QC N N V SYM
A different representation of the Parse Tree is given
to explain how this ambiguity in the sentence word
order can be avoided.

V. PARSE TREES
Figure 5.1. Parse tree for Input sentence 1
A parse tree [1,4,5] is an equivalent form of showing
a

derivation

which

represents

a

derivation

graphically or pictorially. A parse-tree is an internal
structure, created by the compiler or interpreter

All these methods explain clearly how a sentence
structure can be changed to get the proper sense and
to avoid the ambiguity in all kinds of word order.

while parsing some language construction. Parsing is
also known as 'syntax analysis'.
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